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JPRS 49343

JPRS 49739

Party Cadre School Graduation Reported, 8 pp.
JPRS 49338

Revolutionary Theory, Practice Examined, by Alpha Taran Diallo, 23 pp.
JPRS 49490

Duties, Importance of Class Struggle Stressed, 5 pp.
JPRS 49490

President Defines Role of Guinean Diplomats, 10 pp.
JPRS 49473

Regulations Issued for National Guard, Police, 15 pp.
JPRS 49452

FRENCH, np, Le Mauricien, Fort Louis, 30 Sept 1969, pp 1, 3.
JPRS 49436

JPRS 49390

JPRS 49338

JPRS 49338
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FRENCH, per, La Mosaique Diplomatique, Paris, Nov 1969, p 5.
JPRS 49436

Post-Revolutionary Situation in South Sudan Assessed, by Helmer Winkler, 7 pp.
JPRS 49436

Development Aided by Political Stability, 5 pp.
JPRS 49436

Government to Erase Colonial Stigma From Algeria University, 5 pp.
ARABIC, per, al-Mujahid, Algiers, 16 Nov 1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 49536

East Year's Developments Reviewed, 9 pp.
JPRS 49536

JPRS 49536

Activities at Cherchell Interarms Academy, by Ahmed Larbi, 7 pp.
FRENCH, per, El-Moudjahid, Algiers, 16-17 Nov 1969, p 3.
JPRS 49473

Education Minister Speaks on Education Reform, by Assane Sack, 16 pp.
JPRS 49436

JPRS 49473

Education Minister Speaks on Education Reform, by J. Champion, 6 pp.
JPRS 49490

JPRS 49338

JPRS 49338

Middle East

Iraq's News Agency Celebrates Tenth Anniversary, Reports Expansion Plan, 5 pp.
ARABIC, np, Al-Thawrah, Baghdad, 9 Nov 1969, p 5.
JPRS 49453

New Efforts Made to Form Single Political Party, by Eric Nekedhsky, 6 pp.
JPRS 49338

JPRS 49526

Island Solutions to Political Problems Reviewed, by Louis Pavone, 8 pp.
JPRS 49436

Evacuens Speech Opening Ideological Seminar, 7 pp.
JPRS 49436

JPRS 49490
Arabs Urged to Support Commandos in Lebanon,
by A. Sujal, 5 pp.
ARABIC, per, al-Mu'wahid, Algiers, 26 Oct 1969,
p 18-19.
JPRS 49343

Regulations Tighten Alexandria Port Security,
ARABIC, per, Al-Mawasil Al-Martyarah, Cairo,
JPRS 49388

General Iordanidis Manifesto on New Greece,
by Serge Mallet, 8 pp.
FREE, per, Tribune Socialiste, Paris,
JPRS 49453

Rakah Champions USSR as Mediation in Mideast Peace,
by Meir Wilner, 5 pp.
HEBREW, np, Zo Haderekh, Tel Aviv, 12 Nov 1969,
pp 1, 5.
JPRS 49487

Wilner Reiterates Party Goal of Political Solution in Mideast,
by Meir Wilner, 9 pp.
HEBREW, np, Zo Haderekh, Tel Aviv, 19 Nov 1969,
p 4.
JPRS 49512

Rakah Increases Opposition to Annexation, 7 pp.
HEBREW, np, Zo Haderekh, Tel Aviv, 19 Nov 1969,
p 5.
JPRS 49512

The Arab East on a New Path, by V. Rumyantsev,
16 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, Moscow, No 16, No v 1969,
pp 90-101.
JPRS 49493

Reformist Trends in Modern Islam Analyzed, by
V. Basilio, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Politicheskoye Samoobrazovaniya,
JPRS 49524
Nahal Would Establish Permanent Frontier Settlements, 6 pp.
HEBREW, per, Panahaneh, Tel Aviv, 4 Nov 1969, pp 8-9.
JPRS 49423

Advanced Experience of Six Factories and Two Schools Bears Fruit Extensively in the Capital and Pushes Forward Development of Mass Movement of Struggle-criticism-transformation Vigorously. 5 pp.
Survey of China Mainland Press 6 Jan 1970
No 4570

Mass Movement on Industrial Front Has Endless Power.
Survey of China Mainland Press 6 Jan 1970
No 4570

HEBREW, bk, No Foreign Title Given, Sept/Oct 1969.
JPRS 49461

Modern Commercial Fishing as Exemplified by the Japanese Industry, by Yu. Yu. Marti.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 765-770.
Dept of Inter
BOF/OPF
A-33/Nov 69/55
On Loan Only

VIETNAMESE, per, Ky Thuat Cong Nghiep Nha, Hanoi, No 1, Feb 1969, pp 5-5.
JPRS 49500

VIETNAMESE, per, Ky Thuat Cong Nghiep Nha, Hanoi, No 1, Feb 1969, pp 5-9.
JPRS 49500

Mechanise Preparatory Work in Handicraft Weaving, by Mai Hong, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Ky Thuat Cong Nghiep Nha, Hanoi, No 1, Feb 1969, pp 14-16.
JPRS 49500

A Commune-run Plant Which Follows Closely the Socialist Orientation. 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 12, 29 Nov 1969.
China Mainland Magazines 31 Dec 1969
No 670

1985 Salt Production Goals Set at Three Million Tons Annually, by Le Hoa, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Ky Thuat Cong Nghiep Nha, Hanoi, No 3, June 1969, pp 1-4.
JPRS 49527

Afforestation Plan to be Launched in Memory of Ho, by Nguyen Tao, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, Hanoi, 1 Nov 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49427
MONGOLIAN, per, Narzan Aadral, Ulan Bator, No 2, 1969, pp 32-33.
JPRS 49336

Alekandr Serbin of Ogonek Visits Nhan Dan, by Aleksandr Serbin, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhurnalist, Moscow, Oct 1969, pp 65, 66.
JPRS 49333

Resolutely Surge Forward to Carry Out President Ho's Will by All Means, 8 pp.
JPRS 49551

Directive of the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee on the Political Activity Drive to Study and Comply with President Ho's Will, 8 pp.
JPRS 49551

Speech Delivered by Truong Chinh, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National Assembly, at the National Assembly Meeting in Memory of President Ho, 9 pp.
JPRS 49551

President Ho's Will, a Historic Document, 7 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Ho Tap, Hanoi, No 10, Oct 1969, pp 29-34.
JPRS 49551

President Ho Speaking About the Chief Tasks of all Our Party and People at the Present Time, 17 pp.
JPRS 49551

Entire World Mourns President Ho Chi Minh, 25 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Ho Tap, Hanoi, No 10, Oct 1969, pp 53-75.
JPRS 49551
Warmly Salute the Twentieth Birthday of the Peoples' Republic of China, by Ngo Minh Loan, 5 pp.
JPRS 49489

The German Democratic Republic on its Way to Successful Building of Socialism, by Do Van Binh, 9 pp.
JPRS 49551

JPRS 49587

JPRS 49587

Editorial Imbues Patriotism Through History, Memory of Ho, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Hanoi, 1 Nov 1969, pp 1, 3.
JPRS 49427

District Leaps Ahead After Reversing Downward Trend, by Pham Quang, Vu Cam, 16 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Hanoi, 3, 4, 5 Nov 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49586

VIETNAMESE, np., Hanoi, 9 Nov 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49482

JPRS 49482

Culture is Equated with Communism, Patriotism, Hate U.S., by Hoang Minh Gian, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Hanoi, 10 Nov 1969, pp 3, 4.
JPRS 49482

Hanoi Movie Industry Good, but Jean Lacking Ideology, by Xuan Truong, 9 pp.
JPRS 49489

Motive Methods Important in Criticism, by Quang Hong, 6 pp.
JPRS 49558

Family Strengthens Military in Mountain Zone, by Du Duan, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Hanoi, 10 Nov 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49489

JPRS 49589

Directive of the Political Bureau, Party Central Committee on the Period of Political Activity for Studying and Complying with the Will of President Ho's Will, 16 pp.
JPRS 49572

Entire Party, all the People, and Whole Heroic Army Advance, 9 pp.
JPRS 49572

Doing Well in the Period of Political Activity Devoted to the Study of and Compliance with President Ho's Will, 9 pp.
JPRS 49572

Guidelines for the Ideological Program in the Present Situation, by To Hau, 13 pp.
JPRS 49572
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JPRS 49572

Duyen Ha District Attaches Importance to Propaganda in Production, by Pham Van Thanh, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 10, Oct 1969, pp 41-47.
JPRS 49572

Military

Triumphantly Advancing Along Chairman Mao's Line of Army Building, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 12, 29 Nov 1969.
China Mainland Magazines
31 Dec 1969
No 670

Two Basically Antagonistic Concepts of War, by Hung Ch'eng, 10 pp.
Survey of China Mainland Press
6 Jan 1970
No 572

VC Engagements with Allied Forces Recounted, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, Hanoi, 26 Oct 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49427

Combat Photography Grows in Excellence, by Nguyen Nhu Hoang, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Ten Nha Quan Doi, Hanoi, Aug 1969, pp 122-126.
JPRS 49386

Far East
Sociological

Coming From Life, But Higher than Life, 7 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 12, 29 Nov 1969.
China Mainland Magazines
31 Dec 1969
No 670

The Road of Regeneration Through One's Own Efforts Grows Broader and Broader, 5 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 12, 29 Nov 1969.
China Mainland Magazines
31 Dec 1969
No 670

Ideas of Improving Teaching of Literature Told, by Ta Phong Chau, 22 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Nghien Chu Giao Duc, Hanoi, No 3, Sept 1969, pp 36-45, 51.
JPRS 49523

More Thorough Education for Young People Urged, 8 pp.
JPRS 49413

Improving Quality of Education Emphasized, by Le Lieu, 18 pp.
JPRS 49523

Closer Student-Teacher Relationship Emphasized, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Nghien Chu Giao Duc, Hanoi, 3 Sept 1969, pp 16-17, 62.
JPRS 49466

JPRS 49523
Understanding Study Motives, Behavior Urged, by Duc Xinh, 12 pp.
JPRS 49523

VIETNAMESE, per, Nachtan Giao Doan, Hanoi, No 113, Aug 1968, pp 52-55.
JPRS 49552

VIETNAMESE, per, Nachtan Giao Doan, Hanoi, No 125, Aug 1969, pp 47-51.
JPRS 49552

Schools, Colleges Told to Live Up to Ho's Expectations, by Ta Quang Buu, 5 pp.
JPRS 49333

Association of Vietnamese Motion Picture Artists Founded, by Ho Huy Giap, 5 pp.
JPRS 49527

Colleges Urged to Enforce Research Regulations, by Le Thac Can, 12 pp.
JPRS 49428

Mass Culture, Arts Continue in War Time, by Xuan Thien, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Van Nghe Quan Doi, Hanoi, Aug 1969, pp 113-117.
JPRS 49386

Zone 4 Psywar Entertainment Group Described, by Huy So, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Van Nghe Quan Doi, Hanoi, Aug 1969, pp 118-121.
JPRS 49385

LATIN AMERICA

Cuban Economic Growth After 10 Years of Revolution, 9 pp.
JPRS 49499

Sugar-Processing Problems Explained, 6 pp.
SPANISH, per, Bohemia, Havana, 7 Nov 1969, pp 49-53.
JPRS 49459

Finance Minister Reports on Five Basic Problems, by Luis Hernández Parker, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Prensa, Santiago, Chile, 12-18 Nov 1969, pp 8-10.
JPRS 49459

Poverty Conditions in Latin America Examined, by Dom Fragosó, 8 pp.
SPANISH, per, Mensaje, Santiago, Nov 1969, pp 584-586.
JPRS 49403

Editor Opposes Hasty Signing of Copper Contract, by F. Igartúa, 5 pp.
JPRS 49499

Velasco Urges Firm Latin Copper Export Policy, 6 pp.
SPANISH, per, Oiga, Lima, 28 Nov 1969, pp 8-10.
JPRS 49535

JPRS 49535

Jorge Battíe Addresses Unity-Reform Meeting, 11 pp.
JPRS 49520
General Ovando Discusses Revolutionary Policy, 6 pp.
SPANISH, per,.bohemia, Caracas, 7 Dec 1969, pp 22-25.
JPRS 49590

Arrest of Anticomunist Businessman Discussed, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Caracas, Lima, 27 Oct-6 Nov 1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 49392

Foreign Minister Discusses Foreign Policy Goals, by Francisco G. Manrique, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Correo de la Tarde, Buenos Aires, 4-10 Nov 1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 49403

Candidate Aires Vieos on Mexico, Hemisphere, by Francisco G. Fonti-Ig, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Correo de la Tarde, Buenos Aires, 11-17 Nov 1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 49499

Possible Leftist Nominee Discusses Popular Unity, by Jorge Pina, 6 pp.
JPRS 49399

Meeting in Lima on Andean Subregional Agreement, by Carlos Sepulveda Vergara, 5 pp.
JPRS 49535

SPANISH, per, Granma, Havana, 30 Oct 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49392

American Volunteer Cane Cutters Interviewed, 12 pp.
SPANISH, per, Granma, Havana, 10 Dec 1969, pp 1-3.
JPRS 49535

Plans Made for Cuban Pavilion at Expo-70, by Hipolito Cabrera, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Juventud Rebelde, Havana, 19 Nov 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49520

Bolivian Minister Discusses Ovando's Revolution, by Carlos Nunez, 9 pp.
SPANISH, per, Marca, Montevideo, 17 Oct 1969, pp 1, 2.
JPRS 49309

Chilean Theatre Becomes Politically Oriented, by Julio Hasi, 7 pp.
JPRS 49389

National Revolutionary Movement States Position, 10 pp.
SPANISH, per, Presencia, La Paz, 12 Nov 1969, p 8.
JPRS 49549

SPANISH, per, Presencia, La Paz, 15 Nov 1969, pp 3, 11.
JPRS 49383

Presencia Interviews Marcelo Quiroga Santa Cruz, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Presencia, La Paz, Second Section, 23 Nov 1969, pp 1, 7.
JPRS 49526

SPANISH, per, Punto Final, Santiago de Chile, 25 Nov 1969, pp 6-7.
JPRS 49535

Role of U.S. Aid to Chilean Universities Analyzed, 5 pp.
JPRS 49520

Latin Movies Used as Revolutionary Catalyst, by Julio Hasi, 5 pp.
JPRS 49535

Lime Mayor Opinions on Current Political Situation, by Alfonso Delbey, 6 pp.
SPANISH, per, 7 Dias, 20 Oct 1969, pp 22-25.
JPRS 49129
The Next President, as Seen by a Boyhood Friend, by Juan Martínez de León, 5 pp.
JPRS 49132

Corvalán Opens Fourteenth Communist Congress, 32 pp.
SPANISH, per, El Siglo, Santiago, 24 Nov 1969, pp 1-12.
JPRS 49520

JPRS 49520

Jorge Insunza Addresses Fourteenth Party Congress, 8 pp.
JPRS 49520

Background, Development of OPUS DEI Analyzed, by E. Echevarría, 13 pp.
JPRS 49059

Socialists Nominate Allende for Presidency, 6 pp.
JPRS 49229

Otto Arosemena Interviewed on Political Future, by Ingo Has, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Vistazo, Guayaquil, Dec 1969, pp 60-63.
JPRS 49535

Military

Military Man Involved in Contraband Case, 8 pp.
JPRS 49535

Geography of Cuba, 381 pp.
JPRS 49409

Results of FNS Services in Nova Friburgo Cited, by Roberto Coelho, 5 pp.
JPRS 49383

Interview with Petkoff on University Reform, by Olga Gonzales, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, Ultima Hora, Santiago, 23 Nov 1969, pp 5-7, 9-5.
JPRS 49520

Military

Military Man Involved in Contraband Case, 8 pp.
JPRS 49535
Pulse Pressure Sensor for Short Interval Operating Aerodynamic Units, by Bogdanov.
RUSSIAN, bk, Datchik Impul'snogo Davleniya dlya Aerodynamichekikh Utanovok Kratkovremenennogo Dektriva, 1967.
*AAS-1-7804
*FSTD-HT-23-309-70

RUSSIAN, par, Gidrodinamika Bol'sikh Skorostey, No 2, 1966, pp 31-40.
Dept of Navy APL/JHU CLB-3 T-603

AIR/FTD/MT-24-391-69

RUSSIAN, bk, Oborudovaniye Samoletov, 1968, pp 3-203.
AIR/FTD-HT-23-1215-68

AIR/FTD/MT-23-1387-68


AIR/FTD/HT-23-1395-68

A device for Recording the Velocity of Atmospheric Turbulence Pulsaions From Aircraft, by Yu. P. Sukhov. 3 pp.
AIR/FTD/HT-23-201-69

*NASA TT-P-12,835

GERMAN, rpt, Ubersicht Ueberden Bodeneffekt bei Strahlgestuetzen V/Stol: Flugzeugen Literaturbericht.
*NASA TT F-12,795

Static and Fatigue Strenght of End-closed Filament-wound Vessels Under Internal Pressure, by R. Asada.
JAPANESE, per, Journal Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Vol 17, Mar 1969, pp 113-120.
*NASA TT F-12,818

SERBO CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 11, 1967, pp 186-188.
*AAS-1-7804

AIR/FTD/MT-23-1387-68

*NASA TT F-12,795

*NASA TT-P-12,835

GERMAN, rpt, Ubersicht Ueberden Bodeneffekt bei Strahlgestuetzen V/Stol: Flugzeugen Literaturbericht.
*NASA TT F-12,795

Static and Fatigue Strenght of End-closed Filament-wound Vessels Under Internal Pressure, by R. Asada.
JAPANESE, per, Journal Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Vol 17, Mar 1969, pp 113-120.
*NASA TT F-12,818

SERBO CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 11, 1967, pp 186-188.
*AAS-1-7804

AIR/FTD/MT-23-1387-68

*NASA TT F-12,795

Static and Fatigue Strenght of End-closed Filament-wound Vessels Under Internal Pressure, by R. Asada.
JAPANESE, per, Journal Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Vol 17, Mar 1969, pp 113-120.
*NASA TT F-12,818

SERBO CROATIAN, per, Tehnika, No 11, 1967, pp 186-188.
*AAS-1-7804
Agricultural Engineering,
RUSSIAN, bk, title unknown, 1967
*CFSTI TT 70-50042/1

Wheat Hybrids Which are Promising and Rust-resis-
tant Under the Various Ecologic Conditions of
RUSSIAN, per, Doklady AzerbSSR, Vol 21, No 5,
*ACSI-J-7821
*PSTC-HT-23-529-70

Sugar Beet Growing in Khmel'nitskaya Oblast,
by I. Levchenko, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomika Sel'skov Ukrainy,
JPRS 49531

Farm Irrigation in Northern Caucasus Reviewed,
by A. A. Gadzhiev, 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Gidrotekhnika i Melioratsiya,
JPRS 49430

Problems in Draining Poles'ye Discussed,
by N. Matokovsky, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Izvestiya, Moscow, 19 Nov 1969,
p 4.
JPRS 49531

Soviet Production of Chemical Fertilizers
Outlined, by V. M. Borisov, Ye. V. Yushnaya,
11 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Khimicheskaya Promyshlennost,
JPRS 49434

Late Harvest Problems in Eastern USSR Cited, by
A. Barayev, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, np, Pravda, Moscow, 4 Dec 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49503

Rotary Tillage and Agricultural Machines,
by A. D. Dalin, P. V. Pavlov, 258 pp
RUSSIAN, mono, Rotatsionnye gruntoobrabaty-
vayusche i zemleoraznye mashiny, 1968
*CFSTI TT 70-50041

Thermal and Moisture Regimes of the Soils
of the USSR (Reports to the 9th Interna-
tional Congress of Soil Scientists, 144 pp.
RUSSIAN, mono, Teplovoi i Vodnyi rezim
pochv SSSR (Poklady k IX Mezhdunarodnomu
vonnogresu pochvovedom), 1968
*CFSTI TT 70-50045

Agricultural Statistical Workers Hold Meeting,
by B. Duhnov, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Statistiki, Moscow, No 9,
Sept 1969, pp 74-89.
JPRS 49530

Changes to Model Kolkhoz Charter Suggested,
by M. Sumonov, V. Tarasevich, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ekonomiki, Moscow,
JPRS 49430

Increase in Technical Crops Called For, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ekonomiki, Moscow,
JPRS 49531

Land Reclamation Results for 1968 Reviewed,
by Ye. Alatortsev, 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zemledeliye, Moscow, No 7,
JPRS 49430

Use of Apiiculture in Agriculture Discussed,
by A. Mel'ichenko, 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zemledeliye, Moscow, No 7,
JPRS 49430

Growing Cotton on Reclaimed Lands Discussed,
by Muhammad Bakr Ahmad, 10 pp.
ARABIC, np, Al-Ahram, Cairo, 4 Oct 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49388

Agricultural Cooperation in CEMA Nations Traced,
by Lyarco Furtunov, 6 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Kooperativno Zemdeljeto, Sofia,
JPRS 49380

Current Meat Shortage Discussed in Detail, 14 pp.
CZECH, np, Hospodarske Noviny, Prague, 7 Nov 1969,
pp 8-9.
JPRS 49380
Two Views on Role of Agricultural Cooperatives, by Hassain Belkhdaja, Zahi Ladgham, 6 pp. FRENCH, per, L’Action, Tunis, 2 Dec 1969, pp 3, 5. JPRS 49394

Modern Agricultural Machinery Exhibited at Fair, 6 pp. GERMAN, per, Deutsche Agrartechnik, East Berlin, Sept 1969, pp 431-463. JPRS 49517


Agricultural Coops Projected Plans Analyzed, by András Pilling, 9 pp. HUNGARIAN, per, Tanácsadó Személy, Budapest, Nov 1969, pp 67-73. JPRS 49392

Herdsmen to Honor Agricultural Cooperativization Event, by L. Rinchin, 6 pp. MONGOLIAN, per, Narayn Am‘drul, Ulan Bator, No 2, 1969, pp 21-34. JPRS 49320

Need to Develop Agrarian Circles Cited, by Janusz Wasylkowski, 10 pp. POLISH, per, Wiecwo Gospodarcza, Warszaw, 9 Nov 1969, pp 1, 2. JPRS 49375

Aspects of Coffee Problem are Analyzed, by José Penido, 5 pp. PORTUGUESE, np, Jornal do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, 9 Nov 1969, p 94. JPRS 49392

Agricultural Modernization, Growth Described, by L. Dumitru, 10 pp. ROMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Bucharest, Aug 1969, pp 140-153. JPRS 49392

Havana Province Prepares for Record Sugar Harvest, by José Gabriel Gune, 5 pp. SPANISH, np, Granma, Havana, 12 Nov 1969, p 4. JPRS 49459

Organization and Technology Needed in Agriculture, by Armando Hart de Valles, 22 pp. SPANISH, per, Juventud Rebelde, Havana, 26 Oct 1969, pp 2-4. JPRS 49439


Spring Rice Planting Schedules Detailed, by Ba Huy Lap, 6 pp. VIETNAMESE, np, Xoán Hoa Thong Thuc, Hanoi, No 314, 30 Oct 1969, pp 1, 3. JPRS 49527

Implementation of Statutes on Farm Cooperatives Outlined, 8 pp. VIETNAMESE, np, Xoán Pén, Hanoi, 16 Oct 1969, p 2. JPRS 49333

Reorganization Key to 1970 Irrigation Plans, by Ha Ke Tan, 8 pp. VIETNAMESE, np, Xoán Pén, Hanoi, 23 Oct 1969, p 2. JPRS 49442

Nam Ha Province Sets Farm Goals for 1970, by Vu Thien, 6 pp.
JPRS 49386

Ha Tay Province Issues 1970 Farm Goals in Memory of Ho, by Nguyen Zuan Truong, 6 pp.
JPRS 49345

Spring Rice Constitutes Revolution in North’s Farming, by Bai Huy Dap, 7 pp.
JPRS 49345

Poor Organization Blamed for Ha Bac Water Conservancy Failures, by Anh Trang, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Nhan Dan, Hanoi, 8 Nov 1969, p 2.
JPRS 49466

JPRS 49489

Province Lists Five Steps to Improve Agriculture, by Hoang Khoa Kieu, 5 pp.
JPRS 49527

Women’s Role in Agriculture, Production Encouraged, 5 pp.
JPRS 49560

Government Issues Pig-Raising Guidelines, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, Hanoi, 21-22 Aug 1969, p 3.
JPRS 49333

Course in Theoretical astrophysics, by V. V. Sobolev. 493 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Kurs Teoreticheskoy Astrofiziki, 1967.
NASA TT F-531

RUSSIAN, mono, Metody rascheta kharakteristik solnechnoi radiatsii, 1968.
CFSTI TT 70-50055

RUSSIAN, per, Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, No 7, 1969, pp 1147-1156.
Dept of Navy APL/JHU T-2359

Spectral Characteristics of Air at Temperatures Above 10,000ºK, by A. A. Kon’kov.
NASA TT F-12,792

Stationary Model of Wind Distribution With Height in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer, by V. L. Krivushin. 14 pp.
AIR/FTD/HT-23-417-69

The Relationship Between the Attenuation of Laser Radiation and the Water Content of Artificial Fog, by M. A. Kolosov.
Dept of Navy APL/JHU T-2363

AEC/UCRL-Tr-10404-69

Atmospheric Sciences
Meteorological Researches: Circulation
and Climatological Epochs in the Northern
Hemisphere in the First Half of the 20th
RUSSIAN, mono, Meteorologicheskie epokhi
evernogo polushar'iya v pervoi polovine
XX veka, 1968
*CFSI/TT 70-50056

Investigations on the General Circulation
of the Atmosphere. No. 16, 366 pp
RUSSIAN, mono, Meteorologicheskie issledo-
vaniya obschishaiyi tsirkul'atsiya atmosfery
1968
*CFSI/TT 70-50052

Basic Information Theory of Atmospheric
RUSSIAN, mono, Osnovy Informatsionnoi
teorii vidimosti v atmosfery, 1968
*CFSI/TT 70-50053

Structure of Fields of Meteorological
Parameters in the Cumulo-Nimbus Zone,
by C. N. Situater, 120 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Struktura Polei Meteorologi-
cheskikh Elementov v Zone Kuchovo-Lozh-
devykh Oblakov, 1969
*CFSI/TT 70-50020

Calculation of Glaze Wind Loads Upon High
Installations, by M. V. Zavarina, M. M. Borisenko,
12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Glavnoi Geofizicheskaya
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-488-69

Investigation of Turbulent Conditions in the
Surface Layer of the Atmosphere in Various
Geographical Regions, by V. P. Gracheva. 11 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Leningrad. Glavnaya Geo-
физическая обсерватория, No 185, 1966,
pp 55-62.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-1090-68

Measuring Average Wind Speed, by V. Yu. Torochkov,
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Leningrad. Nauchno-
Issledovatel'skiy Institut Gidrometeorologicheskogo
Prirorostroyeniya. Informatsionnye Material po
Gidrometeorologicheskym Priboryam i Metodam
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-341-69

Continuous Duration of Wind Speeds Under
the Conditions of the Plains Areas in the USSR, by
T. N. Anisimova. 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Mosk. Nauchno-issledo-
vatels'kii Institut Aeroklimatologii, No 52,
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-261-69

Approximate Calculation of Wind Speed in the 100
Meter Atmospheric Surface Boundary Layer of the
Central Regions of European USSR, by
T. F. Sodkha. 27 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Mosk. Nauchno-issledo-
vatels'kii Institut Aeroklimatologii, No 52,
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-261-69

Informational Materials on Hydrometeorological
Instruments and Observation Methods, by
A. A. Yeisleyev, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Gidrometeorologicheskogo
Prirorostroyeniya, No 33, 1967, pp 40-42.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-634-69

On the Problem of Error in Measuring the Slant
Range of Visibility by the Equal Angles Method, by
F. M. Shevchenko,
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchno-issledovatel'skii
Institut Gidrometeorologicheskogo Prirorostroyeniya,
No 18, 1968, pp 70-76.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-708-69

Turbulence and Vertical Currents in the Boundary
Layer of the Atmosphere, by P. A. Vorotnav.
282 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Turbulentsnosti i Vertikal'nye Toki
V Gorbenichnom Sloye Atmosfery, 1966,
pp 1-296.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-1332-68

A Model Study of Changes in Wind With Altitude
in a Planetary Boundary Layer, by N. Godev,
D. Iordanov. 3 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Doklady Bulgarska Akademiya Na
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-1328-68

Measurement and Control of Humidity at the
Sintering Plant of the Marchienne Works, SA
Cockerill-Ougree-Province, by J. Harteng.
FRENCH, per, Revue Metallurgie, Vol 66, No 6, 1969,
pp 465-470.
*ARQ-Tr-2926
Mixed Control in Differential Games, by N. Krasovskiy, A. A. Subbotin, 5 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, Moscow, Vol 188, No 4, 1969, pp 745-747. JPRS 49445


Biological & Medical Sciences

*FSTC-HT-23-59-70

*FSTC-HT-23-53-70

Rests of Siberian Larch, by A. S. Rozhkov, 328 pp. RUSSIAN, mono, Title Unknown, 1966. *CFSTI TT 70-50043

Participation of Trace Elements in Biochemical Processes Connected with Biosynthesis of Proteins in Plants, by Ya. P. Feye. RUSSIAN, per, Agrokhim, No 2, 1969, pp 143-150. NEV NIIR 10-25-69


Biological & Medical Sciences

ID 2204004769


Biology of Embryo Development in Birds, by V. V. Rol'nik, 425 pp. RUSSIAN, mono, Biologiya embrional'nogo razvitiya ptits, 1968. *CFSTI TT 70-50038


Plasm Diagnostics, No. 2, 447 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Diagnostika Plazmy, Vypusk 2, 1968. CONSULTANT BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS


The Ecology of Fishes, by G. V. Nikol'skiy, 352 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Ekologiya Ryb, 1963, 368 pp. Dept of Inter BCP/OFF A-33/Nov 69/34

On Loan Only
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Method of Phase Interval in the Diagnostic Problem, by M. L. Bykhovskiy. 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Experimental'naya Khirurgiya, No 2, 1962, pp 18-19.
AIR/FTD/HT-23-244-68

On the Temperature Dependence of Metabolism in Poikilothermic Animals, by I. V. Ilyeva,
M. I. Popenkina. 35 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Fiziolgicheskaya Osnovay Ekologiy Vodnykh Zhivotnykh Akad Nauk SSSR, 1968,
pp 29-51.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OPP
A-33/Nov 69/21
On Loan Only

Copper Compounds in Plants, by S. G. Yuferova.
RUSSIAN, per, Fiziol Rast, Vol 16, No 1, 1969, pp 8-12.
IHII NIH
10-14-69

Physiological and Biological Investigations of Plants, approx 160 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Fiziologiya i Biokhimicheskie Issledovaniya Rasteniy, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Accuracy Estimate of Quantitative Collections of Zooplankton, by A. A. Stroganov, V. Kovalev.
15 pp.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OPP
A-33/Nov 69/129
On Loan Only

Effect of Suspended Particles on Breathing Investigated, by V. I. Bab'lin, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Gigienie i Sanitariya, Moscow, No 10, Oct 1969, pp 49-53.
JPRS 69537

Effect of Vibration in Various High-Frequency Ranges on Certain Physiological Functions
of the Organism of the Worker, by A. M. Nkulinskyy. 7 pp.
AIR/FTD/HT-23-1454-68

Research of Structural Changes in a Nerve During Excitation and in Artificial Membranes Under the
Action of an Electrical Field by Optical Methods, by G. N. Berestovskiy.
RUSSIAN, rpt, Issledovanie Opticheskimi Metodami Struktturnikh Izmeneniy V Nerve Vo Vremia
IHII NIH
10-5-69

RUSSIAN, per, Khim Prirod Sosedin, No 4, 1968, pp 236-244.
IHII NIH
10-1-69

Characteristic of Qualitative Changes of Fish at Thawing, by A. I. Piskarev, G. I. Krylov.
8 pp.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OPP
A-33/Nov 69/107
On Loan Only

Structural and Mechanical Properties of Muscular Tissue of Fish and Their Changes
at Freezing, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Kholodil'naia Tekhnika, No 10, 1969, pp 40-46.
*CFSTI TT 70-54006

RUSSIAN, mono, Koktsidiozy sel'skokhozai-
Stvenyykh zhivotnykh, 1956
*CFSTI TT 70-50040
RUSSIAN, rpt, Konferentsiya Organizatsii Ob'yedinennykh Natsiy po Isledovannyiyu i Ispol'zovanyiyu Kosmicheskoey Programmaty v Minykh Tsechaya, Conference Held in Vienna, Austria, 1966, pp 1-10.
AIR/POD/24-99-69

RUSSIAN, bk, Konsektirovanniye Veshchestv i Devstviya Fermentov v Koagulatia, 1966, pp 3-186.
NASA TT F-525

On the Effect of Fishing on the Rate of Growth and Maturation of the Barents Sea Cod, by V. P. Ponomarenko. 20 pp.

On the Effect of Fishing on the Rate of Growth and Maturation of the Barents Sea Cod, by V. P. Ponomarenko. 20 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk, Mechanizmy Samoregulyirovaniya Golkovogo Mosta, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLANTUM PRESS

Metabolism of Chlorophyll in Green Plants, by A. A. Shlyk. 396 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Metabolizm Khlorofilla v Zelenom Rasteniy, 1965
*JPR 70-50009
*AIR/POD/24-99-69

Metabolism and Structure of Photosynthetic Apparatus. approx 160 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Metabolizm i Stroenie Fotosinteticheskogo Apparata, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLANTUM PRESS

RUSSIAN, bk, Mutagenes Virusov Cheloveka i Zhivotnykh, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLANTUM PRESS

RUSSIAN, per, Ortopediya, Traumatologiya i Protsistrovanie, Moscow, Aug 1969, pp 88-92.
JPRS 49449

Quality of Variously Manufactured Fish Meal from Caspian Kilka, by L. N. Yegorova. RUSSIAN, per, Rybnoe Khoz, Vol 45, No 11, 1969, pp 72-75.

Selection of Care and Questions on the Intensification of Pond Fish Culture, by V. S. Kirpichnikov, 260 pp.

Marine Bionics, by R. F. Zhukov. 5 pp.}


The Formation of Conditioned Reflexes to a Magnetic Field in Fishes, by Yu. A. Khodorov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Soveshchany Ikhtiol Komissiy Avd Nauk SSSR, No 8, 1955, pp 82-95.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/18
On Loan Only

Morphogenesis of Central Correlations in the Development of the Sucking Reflex in Man, by Ye. L. Golubeva
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy VI Vsesiovogo C'ezda anatomov, Gistologov, i Embriologov, No 2, 1962, pp 159-171.
NEW MIH
10-27-69

A081-J-5966
ID 2204003169

The Effect of Cortisone on Cell Division and the Activity of Thymidine Kinase and Thymidilate Kinase in Regenerating Liver of Rats, by V. P. Mal'kova.
HEN NIH
11-8-69

RUSSIAN, per, Tsitologiya, Leningrad, No 8, 1969, pp 1039-1047.
JPRS 49480

Interrelation Between Phytoplankton and Phytonocorherths of Reservoirs, by K. S. Vladimirova.
*Dept of Inter
BCF/Off

Localization and Physiological State of Mass Species of Blue-green Algae During Late-Autumn and Spring Periods, by V. M. Chernousova.
*Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 653-661.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/93
On Loan Only

Reproduction of the Sablefish, by L. S. Kodolov.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 662-666.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/93
On Loan Only

Survival of Herring Eggs and Larvae on the White Sea Spawning Grounds During a Period of Massive Spawning, by L. A. Galkina.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/90
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 702-709.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/92
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4 (51), 1968, pp 702-709.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/1
On Loan Only

Comparative Examination of the Fertilities of Vimba and Chalcalburnus, Acclimatized in the Sengileyev Reservoir, District of Stavropol, by L. F. Astinin, L. I. Samanava.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/89
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 657-659.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/42
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 628-636.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/100
On Loan Only

New Data on the Systematics of Gobies of the Ponticola Iiijin Group in Relation to Variation Within Species and Species Formation, by V. I. Pinchuk.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 619-627.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/36
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 611-618.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/36
On Loan Only

Reproduction of the Sablefish, by L. S. Kodolov.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 662-666.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/93
On Loan Only

Survival of Herring Eggs and Larvae on the White Sea Spawning Grounds During a Period of Massive Spawning, by L. A. Galkina.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/90
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 702-709.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/92
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4 (51), 1968, pp 702-709.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/1
On Loan Only

Comparative Examination of the Fertilities of Vimba and Chalcalburnus, Acclimatized in the Sengileyev Reservoir, District of Stavropol, by L. F. Astinin, L. I. Samanava.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/89
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 657-659.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/42
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 628-636.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/100
On Loan Only

New Data on the Systematics of Gobies of the Ponticola Iiijin Group in Relation to Variation Within Species and Species Formation, by V. I. Pinchuk.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 619-627.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/36
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiya, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 611-618.
Dept of Inter
BCP/OFF
A-33/Nov 69/36
On Loan Only
Structure of the Digestive Tract in Distichodus rubripinnis (L.) and Distichodus australis (Gmelin) in Relation to the Nature of Food, by I. A. Verigina, Yu. I. Medani.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 6, No 4(51), 1966, pp 720-721.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/27
On Loan
Only

Dynamics of Weight, Nutritional State and Body Length of Tilapia mossambica Peters Reared on Gander, Chlorella-containing Feed, by L. M. Antsyshkina, N. S. Kirilenko.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/41
On Loan Only

Distribution and Migration at Sea of the Local Stock from Kurile Lake of Red Salmon, by I. B. Birman, S. M. Konовалов.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 728-737.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/94
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 737-741.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/28
On Loan Only

The European Eel in Azerbaidzhan Waters, by Yu. I. Abdurahmanov, Z. M. Kulyeyv.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 742-745.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/40
On Loan Only

New Observations on the Distribution of Electric Eel (Electrophorus electricus) in the Danyan (Sympusidae), by I. A. Trunov.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 6, No 4(51), 1966, pp 745-748.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/57
On Loan Only

Features of Ovogenesis in the Pike-perch and Bream of the River Donuae, by A. M. Kukuradze.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/44
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 756-760.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/26
On Loan Only

Effects of Effluents from Metallurgical and Metal-working Industries on the Food of Fishes in Rivers and Reservoirs, by A. K. Dyga, V. I. Zolotareva.
RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 761-766.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/118
On Loan Only

RUSSIAN, per, Voprosy Ikhtiologiy, Vol 8, No 4(51), 1968, pp 772-777.
Dept of Inter
BCF/Off
A-33/Nov 69/114
On Loan Only

Effect of Cortisone on Thymidine and Thymidylate Kinase Activity of Regenerating Liver of Rats, by A. D. Ol'shanetskaya.
HIM NH
10/20/69
The Beginning of Adenomas in Organ Cultures of Embryonic Lung Tissue of Mice, by T. S. Kolesnichenko.


Cytotoxic Effect of the Rabies Street Virus, by N. A. Selimov.

Arbovirus Infections of Monkeys Captured in the Jungles of Northern Nigeria, by B. P. Semenov.

Method of Increasing Hemagglutinating and Infective Activity of a Number of Arboviruses in Tissue Culture, by A. I. Rezepova.

Cultivation of Viruses in Suspended Cell Cultures, by A. S. Novokhatskiy.

Prophylaxis of Influenza by Stimulators of Interferon Formation, UV Virus and Prodigiosan, by N. H. Furer.


Vision and Proximal Orientation of Fishes, by V. P. Protasov.

Backwardness of Medical Care in Libya Underscored, by Mohammad al-Tariki.

Introduction to Abnormal Psychology, by B. V. Zel'gamik. 172 pp.

Soviet Comment on Doctor Shortage in Latin America, by A. P. Il'itskii, 5 pp.

Duration of Immunity in Monkeys Inoculated with a Complex Preparation Against Anaerobic Infections, by I. A. Larina.

Electric Manifestations of Cerebral Activity in the Cat at the Transition From the Wakeful State to Sleep, by L. A. Fedotova.

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1966, pp 518-523.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1966, pp 618-623.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1966, pp 755-757.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1967, pp 643-649.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1968, pp 518-523.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 277-281.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 337-339.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 518-525.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 581-586.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 618-623.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 755-757.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 643-649.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 518-523.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 337-339.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 581-586.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 618-623.**

**Russian, per, Voprosy Virusologii, 1969, pp 755-757.**
Growth of Psychiatric, Neurological Care In Traced, by G. Usanov, 9 pp.
BULGARIAN, per, Nevolgologia, Psychiatriya i Nevrokhirurgiya, Sofia, No 4, 1969, pp 281-287.
JPRS 49522

Advances Noted in Control of Animal Diseases, by Ivan Chenchev, 8 pp.
JPRS 49443

BULGARIAN, per, Voennomeditsinsko Delo, Sofia, No 5, 1969, pp 5-8.
JPRS 49485

BULGARIAN, per, Voennomeditsinsko Delo, Sofia, No 5, 1969, pp 51-54.
JPRS 49485

Commutist China's Chemical, Pharmaceutical Industries Analyzed, by Lu Yun, 8 pp.
JPRS 49379

Transfusion of Human Leukocytes, II. The Question of Disorders of Deglutition in Pediatric, by E. Dobry.
CZECH, per, Cas Lek Cesk, No 105, 1966, pp 1090-1091.
HEW NIH 10-26-69

*ACSI 3-7057
TD 2204000470

New Uses of Activation Analysis in Biochemistry, by Miloslav Rakovic.
CZECH, per, Chemicka Listy, vol. 63, No. 6, 1969, pp 679-691.
*CFSTI TT 70-56013

Safety at Work, Health Problems Discussed, 7 pp.
CZECH, per, Hospitalizace Noviny, Prague, 7 Nov 1969, p 7.
JPRS 409380
Resistance of Catfish to Sudden Temperature Changes, by N. Charlon.

Symptomatic Treatment of Agranulocytosis by Transfusions of Leukocytes, by L. Schwarzenberg.

Resistance of the Human Body to High Accelerations
A Pupographic Study of Sleep in the Pig, by Y. Ruckebusch.

The Olfactory Thalidomide, by J. T. Davies.
FRENCH, per, Mem Serv Chim Etal, No 41, 1956/57, pp 359-362.

The Olfactory Molecules are Believed to Act Through Their Shape and Size, by J. Crive.

Utilization of Tritium Thymidine and Cytidine for the Study of the Turnover and Metabolism of Human Lymphocytes, by T. N. Fleidner.

Labeling with Chromium 51 in Normal Subject and Chronic Lymphoid Leukemia, by H. Pfisterer.


Legal, Medical and Ethical Problems in Establishing Death, by O. Pribilla.
Classification and Evaluation of Margarine in Relation to Food Law Requirements, by R. Ristow. 7 pp.
Dept of Inter
BCP/Off
A-33/Nov 69/130
On Loan Only

Octacalium Phosphate in Dental Enamel and its Relationship to Caries, by R. Quicker.
GERMAN, per, Dtch Zahnarzt, No 22, 1967, pp 1487-1491.
HEW NIH
10-11-69

Dept of Inter
BCP/Off
A-33/Nov 69/75
On Loan Only

ACST-W-7252
PSIC-06-134-70

On the General Effects of Cocaine, by S. Freud.
GERMAN, per, Med Chir Chi, Vol 20, No 32, 1885, pp 374-375.
HEW NIH
10-13-69

Experimental Contributions to the Study of Catatonic Dilation of the Pupil, by O. Loewenstein.
GERMAN, per, Mschr Psychiat Neurol, No 47, 1920, pp 194-215.
HEW NIH
11-15-69

Physical, Chemical and Micromorphological Behaviour of Enamel After Treatment with Inorganic and Amine Fluorides, by H. R. Muschiemann.
HEW NIH
10-6-69

GERMAN, per, Schweiz Mschr Zahnheilk, Vol 78, No 8, 1968, pp 752-765.
HEW NIH
10-2-69

GERMAN, per, Seeewirtschaft, Leipzig, Nov 1969, pp 904-908.
JFRS 59450

GERMAN, per, Strahlentherapie 136, 1968, pp 609-616.
AEC-Tr-7089-69

GERMAN, per, Strahlentherapie 136, 1968, pp 609-616.
AEC-Tr-7089-69

Experimental Contibutions to the Study of Catatonic Ultrastructure of the White Spleen Pulp of Germ-Free, Normal and Immune Mice, by C. Jerusalem.
HEW NIH
10-8-69

Clinical and Biopic Studies of Blood Donors Elevated Serum Transaminases, by H. J. Severidt.
HEW NIH
11-20-69

Development, Present Status and Proposals for the Improvement of Caries Prophylaxis with Fluoridated Salt in Switzerland, by H. J. Wespi.
HEW NIH
10-3-69
New View Points on the Physiology and Toxicology of Fluorides, by A. R. Hagen, NORWEGIAN, per, Norske Tannlaegeforen Tid, No 77, 1967, pp 469-486.

POLISH, per, Buletyn Zjednoczenia Gospodarki Rybnnej, Vol 5, No 6(A18), 1965, pp 77-81.


General Geography of Plants, by Wladyslaw Szafer, 171 pp.


Articles on Narcotics.


On Loan Only
Symptoms of Hemorrhagic Fever; Treatment Presented, 6 pp.
JFRS 49489

JFRS 49489

How to Treat Glass Injuries in Eyeball, by Nguyan Trong Huan, 6 pp.
JFRS 49489

Chemistry

HEX NII
11-5-69

AEC/UCRL-Tr-10390-69

AEC/UCRL-Tr-10189-69

Calculation of the Kinetics of Ammonia Radiolysis in the Gas Phase I. Hydrazine Yield as a Function of Dose and Dose Rate, by B. G. Dzantiev, G. V. Nichipor, 12 pp.
AEC/ANL-Tr-785-69

Calculation of the Kinetics of Ammonia Radiolysis in the Gas Phase II. Hydrazine Yield as a Function of Temperature and Pressure, by B. G. Dzantiev, G. V. Nichipor, 15 pp.
AEC/ANL-Tr-786-69

RUSSIAN, rpt, All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Information, No 687-69, 1969.
AEC/ANL-Tr-787-69

AIP/RS/VT-23-597-68

AIP/RS 11-5-69

AIP/RS/VT-23-597-68

AIP/RS F-12,819

AIP/RS F-12,350

RUSSIAN, per, Gekhimiya, No 7, 1969, pp 835-839.
AEC/ANL-Tr-785-69

Heterogeneous Chemical Reactions. Approx 194 pp
RUSSIAN, bk, Geterogenechny Khimicheskoy Reaktivy, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/VIENNA PRESS
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RUSSIAN, bk, Geterogeennyie Protsessy Geokhimicheskoi Migratsii, 1968.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Synthesis and Investigation of Polyimides Based on a Benzene and Maleic Anhydride Adduct, by S. R. Ral'kov. 5 pp.
NACA TT F-12, J59

RUSSIAN, per, Izvestiya AN SSSR, Sibirskoe Otdeleniya, Seriya Khimicheskaya, No 1, 1968, pp 84-87.
AIR/FID/MT-24-148-69

AIR/FID/HT-23-384-69

RUSSIAN, bk, Kataliz v Analiticheskoi Khimii, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Effect of the Metal Support on Photolysis of an Adduct with Urethane and Isocyante Groups, by N. P. Kurgan, 8 pp.
AIR/FSTC/HT-23-414-69

RUSSIAN, bk, Novye Metody sintez Teplostoykikh Polimerov, 1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

RUSSIAN, per, Plasticheskaya Messa, No 11, 1966, pp 22-25.
AIR/FID/HT-23-959-68

RUSSIAN, per, Promyshlennost Khim Reaktivov i Osobo Chistykh Veshchestv, No 8, 1967, pp 136-139.
ARC/UCRL-F-10469-69

CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

RUSSIAN, per, Soobshcheniya AN GRUZSSR, Vol 51, No 1, 1968, pp 91-94.
AIR/FID/HT-23-625-69

Anodic Process of Formation of Oxide Films on Aluminum, Magnesium and Titanium as Revealed by the Tagged Atom Method Data, by A. F. Bogoyavlensky. 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Kaz Aviats Inst, Ser Khim, No 90, 1966, pp 3-7.
NACA TT F-12, J61

Application of Infrared Spectroscopy to the Study of the Process of Thermal Dehydration of Non-substituted Phosphates of Magnesium and Calcium, by V. V. Pachkovskiy, L. N. Shchepkov, et l. 8 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Vesti. AN ESSR, Seriya Khimicheskikh Navuk, No 1, 1968, pp 36-40.
AIR/FID/HT-23-339-69

AIR/FID/HT-23-909-68

FTB-HL 70-50034

Summaries of Science - Electrochemistry, 1966.
RUSSIAN, bk, VsesoyuznYY institut NauchnOy i Tekhnicheskoy Informatsii, 146 pp.
FTB-HL 70-50035
AIR/VT/AT-23-961-68

NASA TT F-12,571

AIR/VT/AT-13-1198-68

RUSSIAN, per, Zhurnal Neorganicheskoy Khimii, No 1, 1969, pp 11-15.
AEC/SC-Tr-1050-69

CHINESE, per, Hua Kauh Hua Pao, No 12, 1962, p 48.
AIR/VT/AT-23-1300-68

CHINESE, per, K'o Hauh Hua Pao, No 1, 1964, pp 3-5.
AIR/VT/AT-23-1293-68

Free Discussion on Chemical Fibers, by Chi-Ming Pan. 9 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o Hauh Hua Pao, No 1, 1964, pp 6-8.
AIR/VT/AT-23-1299-68

Discussion on Weighting Information on Using Chemical Fibers, by Pai-Jung Fang, Ming-fang Yu et al. 11 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o Hauh Hua Pao, No 1, 1964, pp 9-11.
AIR/VT/AT-23-1299-68

ACS-I-7680
FSTC-MT-23-449-70

A New Fluorimetric Method for Determination of Submicrogram Quantities of Cholinesterase Inhibitors, by M. Matousek. 6 pp.
CZECH, per, Chemicka Zvesti, Vol 22, No 3, 1968.
ACS-I-7690
FSTC-MT-23-450-70

Toxicity of Hexafluoride, by Maurice Carles. 22 pp.
FRENCH, rpt, CEA-EH-12, Sept 1966.
NASA TT F-12,586

*NASA TT F-12,808

Structure of the Transition 5D7F in Europium Benzoyleacetate in Solution, 6 by Yves Meyer, Henri Poncelet, 8 pp.
AEC/UCRL-Tr-10401-69

Contribution to the Physical Study of Chemical Attack of Hematite Fe2O3, Crystals by Hydrochloric Acid, by R. Ber6.
*R921 7898

AEC/ORNL-Tr-1548

Effluent Treatment at the Harcole Plutonium Production Center, by F. Ruiz Sanchez, 11 pp.
AEC/ANL-Tr-777-69

Activity Losses in Handling Aqueous Solutions of Sr, by F. Moldenhawer, B. Uhlig, 12 pp.
GERMAN, per, Isotopenpraxis, No 2, 1966, pp 333-338.
AEC/ORNL-Tr-1560
*NASA TT F-12,825

*NASA TT F-12,823

Aluminum Hydroxides and Oxides-Their Preparation and Properties, by R. Fleischer.
*AEC/ORNL-Tr-2226

AEC/UCRL-Tr-10405-69

AEC/UCRL-Tr-10408-69

Development of Chemical Industry, by Alexandre Boaba, 10 pp.
RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Chimie, Bucharest, Aug 1969, pp 457-484.
JPRS 49450

JPRS 49450

JPRS 49450

RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Chimie, Bucharest, Aug 1969, pp 479-483.
JPRS 49450

RUMANIAN, per, Revista de Chimie, Bucharest, Aug 1969, pp 459-484.
JPRS 49450

AEC/ANL-Tr-776-69

Earth Sciences & Oceanography

Tectonics of Eurasia
RUSSIAN, bk, Akad Nauk SSSR, 1966
*CFSTI TT 70-50018

Characteristics of the Geophysical Fields in the Territory of the USSR, by N. M. Solov'ev.
*ACID-AC-1605

RUSSIAN, bk, Gorjuchie slantsy pribaltuskogo mestorozhdeniya khimiya i tekhnologiya, 1968
*CFSTI TT 70-50062

RUSSIAN, bk, Metod Glubinskoj Seismicheskogo Zondirovanija Zemli i Verkhovoj Manty, 1968
CONSULAMIS PUBLISHING PRESS
Geography of Antarctica, by N. N. Barkov, V. I. Bardin, et al. RUSSIAN, bk, Geography of Antarctica, 1968
*CFSTI TT 70-50015


The Oceanography of Antarctica, by G. I. Pokrovskiy, 15 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Oceanography of Antarctica, 1968.


Anticyclonic Circulation of Ice in the Arctic Basin and the Drift of North Pole-8 Station, by Z. M. Gudkovich. RUSSIAN, per, Anticyclonic Circulation of Ice in the Arctic Basin and the Drift of North Pole-8 Station, 1966.

Problems of the Arctic and Antarctic, RUSSIAN, bk, Problems of the Arctic and Antarctic, 1969.

*CFSTI TT 70-50054

Problems of the North, RUSSIAN, bk, Problems of the North, 1968.

*CFSTI TT 70-50058

Oceanographic Conditions and Fishery in the Gulf of Mexico in Autumn and Winter, by Yu. A. Torin. 7 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Oceanographic Conditions and Fishery in the Gulf of Mexico in Autumn and Winter, 1964.

*CFSTI TT 70-50054

Problems of the North, RUSSIAN, bk, Problems of the North, 1968.

*CFSTI TT 70-50058
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*Dept of Navy NOO Trans 486

*Dept of Navy NOO Trans 354-69
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy TSNIIIT, No 175, 1969, pp 5-14.
ACIC-TC-1580

On the Principle of Simultaneous Adjustment of Plane Coordinates and Quasigeoid Heights in an Astrogeodetic Net, by V. F. Yeremeyev.
ACIC-TC-1584


ACIC-TC-1599

CZECH, per, Prace Geofysikalniho Ustavu Ceskoslovenske Akademie Ved, Geofysikalni Sbornik, No 204, 1967, pp 31-64.
ACIC-TC-1600

ACIC-TC-1602

The Gravity Field of a Homogeneous Polygon, by T. Kolbenhayer.
ACIC-TC-1601

On the Effects of Damping in the Observations of Gravity Variations with the Askania Gravimeter, by P. S. Korba.
FRENCH, per, Marees Terrestres, Bulletin D'Informations, No 38, Dec 1968, pp 2440-2443.
ACIC-TC-1604

Examples of Utilization of Geophysical and Geochemical Methods for the Purpose of Locating Buried Stratiform Deposits, by J. C. Samama.
ACIC-TC-1607

Part II - 135 pp.
ACIC-TC-1590

Gravimetric Deflections of the Vertical at the Stations Sindlingen, Mainflingen and Homberg, by F. Hilger.
ACIC-TC-1575

Investigation of Instrumental Errors of Universal and Transit Instruments with the Aif of Autocollimation, by R. Schwebez.
ACIC-TC-1609

Shot-Hole Drilling in Friable Rock, by H. Riedler. 11 pp.
AEC/ORN-TR-3031-69

Research on Combating Erosion Reviewed, by Cao Xuan Tho. 6 pp.
JPRS 49428

Geological Branch Reviews Its Recent Work, by Le Trong Hong, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, To Quoc, Hanoi, No 7, July 1969, pp 17-19.
JPRS 49552
AIR/FID/IT-23-197-69

AIR/FID/IT-23-1336-68

Automation in Control of Electric Systems and Sub-systems, by L. V. Pavlova 323 pp. RUSSIAN, mono, Automatizatsiya upravleniya elektriceskimi sistemami i ob'ektami, 1968
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AIR/FID/IT-23-777-68

AIR/FID/IT-23-301-69

Low-Power Electronic Tubes Type 30TS6S for a Broad Range of Applications, 8 pp. RUSSIAN, rpt, GOST 8076.
AIR/FID/IT-23-303-69

Type 5T4C Low-Powered Electron Tube for Widely Used Devices, 9 pp. RUSSIAN, rpt, GOST 8079.
AIR/FID/IT-23-304-69

AIR/FID/IT-23-774-68

AIR/FID/IT-23-305-69

AIR/FID/IT-23-306-69
Asynchronous Equations: Structures, by V. V. Ignatenco. 2 pp.

Russian, r.t., Tekhn. Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhniki, Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 44-47.

A Method for Processing and Processing Results on a Digital Computer, by D. V. Frumko, O. P. Tifonov. 7 pp.


The Role and Place of the Machine in Scientific and Technical Information, by A. I. Mukhalyova. 11 pp.

Russian, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhnikyi Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 3-4.


Russian, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhnikyi Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 9-15.

Preparation of Engineering and Scientific Cadres with Respect to Mechanization and Automation of Information Work, by I. I. Petrov, I. V. Podkay. 7 pp

Russian, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhnikyi Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 16-24.


Mechanized Pumps for a Varied Fund Developed and Introduced by the Upper-Volga TBTT, by V. K. Maslo. 15 pp.

Russian, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhnikyi Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 161-180.


Russian, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhnikyi Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 221-234.


Russian, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-polzovoy Sisteme i Avtomatizirovannoy Obrabotke Nauki i Tekhnikyi Informatsii, No 1, 1967, p 235-239.
Scientific Electronics & Electrical Engineering

(Contd)

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-Polzovoy Sistemam i Avtomatsko Voy Obrazovnnyy Obrazovoke Nauchno-Tekhnicheskoy Informatsi3, No 1, 1967, pp 301-308.
AIR/FD/MI-24-130-69

Information Retrieval Systems, by R. I. Trukhayev, V. V. Khurev, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-Polzovoy Sistemam i Avtomatsko Voy Obrazovnnyy Obrazovoke Nauchno-Tekhnicheskoy Informatsi3, No 1, 1967, pp 329-337.
AIR/FD/MI-24-130-69

AIR/FD/MI-24-130-69

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-Polzovoy Sistemam i Avtomatsko Voy Obrazovnnyy Obrazovoke Nauchno-Tekhnicheskoy Informatsi3, No 1, 1967, pp 454-476
AIR/FD/MI-24-130-69

AIR/FD/MI-24-132-69

AIR/FD/MI-24-133-69

AIR/FD/MI-24-133-69

AIR/FD/MI-24-133-69

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Vsesoyuznoy Konferentsii po Informatsionno-Polzovoy Sistemam i Avtomatsko Voy Obrazovnnyy Obrazovoke Nauchno-Tekhnicheskoy Informatsi3, No 4, 1967, pp 300-305.
AIR/FD/MI-24-133-69

High-Speed Input Unit of an Automatic Reader, by V. V. Bessa, 7 pp.
AIR/FD/MI-24-133-69

RUSSIAN, bk, Vysshitel'nye sistemy, (No. 26,27,28, akademiy nauk SSR. Sibirskoe Otdelenie, institut Matematiki) *AEC-tr-7103
*UC-32
*CSTI TT 70-50010

Computer elements systems, collection of works, 386 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Vysshitel'nye sistemy-Shornik Trudov, (No. 29,30,31, Akademiy nauk SSR. Sibirskoe Otdelenie, institut Matematiki) *AEC-tr-7104
*UC-32
*CSTI TT 70-50011
Sreda, 1968
*ACI-tr-7125 *Vol.2-UC-32 *CESTI TT 70-50013/2

*ACI-tr-7125 *Vol.3-UC-32 *CESTI TT 70-50013/3

*ACI-tr-7125 *Vol. 4 UC-32 *CESTI TT 70-50013/4

Memory Devices, by L. P. Kraymer.
*AERL-7-8537 ID 1871017469

AIR/FD/HT-23-1245-68

Power Transmission Without Conductors, by Ying Chiao. 4 pp.
CHINESE, per, K'o Hauh Hua Pao, No 6, 1966, p 243.
AIR/FD/HT-23-839-68

AIR/FD/HT-23-1285-68

FRENCH, per, Annales d'Physique, Ser 10, Vol 13, 1930, pp 139-175.

Using a Computer to Obtain a Unit Overhaul Programme, by F. Legros.
CERB/C.E. Trans 5204

Processing by Computer of Date Supplied by a Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer, by P. Ronteix, 10 pp.
AIR/UCRL-Tr-10381-69

Memory Devices, by L. P. Kraymer.
*AERL-7-8537 ID 1871017469

Direct and Synthetic Testing of Circuit-breakers.
First Part: Stresses in a Circuit-breaker Direct Testing, by P. Heroin.
CERB/C.E. Trans 5095

The Processing of Measurements in Computer, by A. Chapelot.
CERB/C.E. Trans 5239

Development of an All-electric Star Sensor with Image Dissector Tube, by W. Bross. 18 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, BMWP-FB-9-58-76.
NASA TT F-12,646
*Dept of Navy APL/JHU J-1430

Calculating Hammer-shaped Inductances in Printed Circuits, by E. Selehiom. 7 pp.
GERMAN, per, Radio und Fernsehen, No 23, 1967, pp 725-726.
AIR/TD/MT-23-64-69

Practical Experience with Siemens SF6 Circuit-breakers from 245 and 420 kV, by O. Kopriva, H. Troque.
CEGB/C.E. Trans 5133

EMG 830-10 Modular-system Computer, by B. Johnson, B. Yakub. 8 pp.
HUNGARIAN, per, Matematika és Automatika, No 2, 1968, pp 68-70.
AIR/TD/MT-23-183-69

POLISH, per, Matematyka, Warsaw, Sept 1969, pp 1-5.
JPRS 49380

Arc Discharge Tubes with Medal Vapors Serving as Intensive Sources on Infrared Radiation, by T. Burakowski, 16 pp.
POLISH, per, Przeglad Elektroniki, No 10, 1968, pp 490-505.
AGST-J-7574
FSK-T/MT-23-252-70

Need for Computer Technology Program Cited, by Stefan Bratkowski, Karol Szwarc, 12 pp.
JPRS 49425

Computer Applications in Industry Described, by D. Dorian, R. Vlaicu, 10 pp.
ROMANIAN, per, Stiinta si Tehnica, Bucharest, Oct 1969, pp 3-8.
JPRS 49501

AEC/SCL-Tr-255-69

RUSSIAN, per, Elektroteknicheskiye Stantsii, Moscow, Nov 1969, pp 6-13.
JPRS 49497

JPRS 49497

Cooling Towers for Large Power Units, by I. D. Berman, 13 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrotechnicheskaya Stroitel'stvo, Moscow, No 11, 1969, pp 27-32.
JPRS 49497

JPRS 49436

AIR/TD/MT-23-867-68

On Selection of the Optimal Rate of Reactivity of a Single-stage Turbine, by D. A. Dakhovich. 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Izvestiya VUZ. Energetika, No 2, 1969, pp 52-56.
AIR/TD/MT-23-875-68

JPRS 49424

RUSSIAN, np, Sotsialisticheskaya Industriya, Moscow, 15 Nov 1969, p 1.
JPRS 49477
Approximate Determination of Temperature Stresses in Seamless Forged Rotorst, by V. A. Ablamaki, G. A. Zhuppa. 9 pp.
AIR/FTD/MT-23-1136-68

The Problem of Noise Abatement in Power Stations, by B. Bublitz.
GERMAN, per, Mitt VGB, Vol 49, Apr 1969, pp 73-78.
CEGB/C.E. Trans 5210

The Principles of Power Station Planning, by S. Kriese.
CEGB/C.E. Trans 5010

Structural Change in Power Industry Seen, 11 pp.
GERMAN, per, Wochenbericht, West Berlin, 27 Nov 1969, pp 311-315.
JPRS 49517

CEGB/C.E. Trans 5012

AIR/FTD/MT-24-306-68

AIR/FTD/MT-24-306-68
RUSSIAN, bk, RCSR, Institute Teplo- i Massodobnena. Thpo-i Massodobnena v Nem'yutuno-
Nem'yutono-
Massecuites. Teplo- i Massodobnena v Nem'yutono-
Nem'yutono-
AIR/FDT/MT-24-306-68

On the Question of the Rheological Model of
Cement-Sand Solutions and Concrete Mixtures,
RUSSIAN, bk, RCSR, Institute Teplo- i
Massodobnena. Thpo-i Massodobnena v Nem'yutono-
Nem'yutono-
kokhychakh 1969, pp 272-278.
AIR/FDT/MT-24-306-68

The Modeling of Polymerizers With Scrapers,
RUSSIAN, bk, RCSR, Institute Teplo- i
Massodobnena. Thpo-i Massodobnena v Nem'yutono-
Nem'yutono-
AIR/FDT/MT-24-306-68

A Study of the Structure of Sintered Aluminum
Powder Material, by I. N. Fridlyander,
RUSSIAN, rpt, RCSR, Naukomy Sovet Kompleksny
Proizvoda, "Kol'cetnik." Vgorody Bioniki, 1967,
pp 198-207.
AIR/FDT/MT-23-1339-68

Processes of Diffusion in Metals,
RUSSIAN, All-Union Scientific Conference on
Diffusion in Metals and Alloys, Oct. 6-10
1964, 196 pp.
*CFSTI TT 70-50030

Investigation of the Process of Decomposition of
Various Fractions of Light Oil at High Temperatures,
by D. A. Allyev, M. M. Ramazanze, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Azerbaydzhanskie Nef'tyanoye
AIR/FDT/MT-23-426-69

224 pp. approx.
RUSSIAN, bk, Defektso Uspekovi v Kristallicheskom
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Diffusion in Metals and Alloys, by
V. P. Bugakov, 212 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Diffuziia v metalakh i
reflaviia, 1949.
*CFSTI TT 70-50032

Electron Microscopic Investigation of Thin
Metal-Polymer Coatings and Films, by
A. M. Krasovsky, V. A. Belevy. 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per. Doklady AN BSSR, Vol 12, No 12,
1968, pp 1097-1099.
AIR/FDT/MT-23-428-69

Electronic Structure and Electronic Properties of
Transition Metals and Alloys, by I. Ya. Dekhtyar,
V. V. Nemeshkalenko. approx. 320 pp.
RUSSIAN, bk, Elektronnya Struktura i Elek-
tronnaya Svoystva Perekhodnykh Metally i Splevov,
1970.
CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Gas Generation During Vacuum Heating of Silicon
Steel, by V. Kochnov.
RUSSIAN, per, Elektrotermiya Nauch-Tekhn.
*BI5I 7901

The Effect of Alloving and Heat Treatment on
the Strength and Cavitation Resistance of Alloys
With Age-Hardenable Martensite, by
RUSSIAN, per, Energozemoshnoestroyeniye, No 5, 1967
pp 29-32.
AIR/FDT/MT-23-1147-68

Features of Fatigue Diagrams Under Fretting-
Corrosion Conditions, by V. N. Stepanov. 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Fiziko-Khimicheskaya Mechanika
AIR/FDT/MT-23-1153-68

Investigation into Fatigue Strength of Chromium
and Manganese-Nickel-Molybdenum (Boiler) Steels
Under Conditions of Drastic Asymmetric Load
Cycling and Exposure to Boiling Water, by
I. V. Kudryavtsev, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Fiz.-Khim. Mkh. Mat. Vol 5, No 1,
1969, pp 6-10.
1B 7964

Residual Stresses in Iron and Steel After (Surfa-
ace) Impregnation With Nitrogen, Carbon, And Boron,
by V. G. Pemyakov, et al.
RUSSIAN, per, Fiz.-Khim. Mkh. Mat., Vol 5, No 3
1969, pp 297-301.
*8019

Type of GF-020 Primer, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, rpt, COST 4056-63.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-638-69

Viscosimeters for Determining Viscosity of Paints,
7 pp.
RUSSIAN, rpt, COST 9070-59.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-639-69

64
Phenol-Formaldehyde Primer, 8 pp. 
AMH/STC/HT-23-637-69

Chemically Resistant Primer Enamel and Lacquer 
"NIS" Type, 11 pp. 
RUSSIAN, rpt, GOST 9355-60, 11/12 1960. 
AMH/STC/HT-23-641-69

Resistance to Deformation of Alloy Steels During 
Hot Working, by A. P. Kachalov. 
BISI 7299

Portion of Mg-Y-Zn Phase Diagram Rich in Magnesium, 
by B. N. Zasedkyan. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izv Ak Nauk SSSR, Metallo., No 6, 
#PGC-1-7619

Structural Changes in Some Ceramic Materials 
Under Neutron Radiation, by N. S. Kostyukov, 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvestiya NI SSSR, Sibirskaya. 
Okeanologiya, Seriya Khimicheskikh Nauk, No 4, 
AR/STC/HT-23-129-68

On the Efficient use of the Long Pauses During 
Rolling in Reversing Mills, by N. I. Baimov. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izv. VUZ. Chem. Met., No 2, 1964, 
pp 109-111. 
BISI 7335

Selecting the Optimum Pauses For Rolling in 
Reversing Mills, by N. I. Baimov. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izv. VUZ. Chem. Met., No 4, 1965, 
pp 129-134. 
BISI 7334

The Structure of a High-Chromium Alloyed Layer 
on Coatings of 0.30% C Plain Steel, by 
G. Sh. Nokzetov, et al. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ. Chem. Met., Vol 8, 
HB 7993

On the Problem of the Formation of Complex 
Nuclei of the Oxide Phase During the Oxidation 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izv. VUZ. Chem. Met., No 12, 1967, 
pp 129-130. 
BISI 6580

The Influence of Plastic Deformation of Steel 
in the Austenitic State on the Impact Resistance 
at Sub-Zero Temperatures, by D. I. Taranok. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izv. VUZ. Chem. Met., No 12, 
p 140. 
BISI 7514

Effect of Synthetic Slag Treatment of Bearing 
Steel on the Nonmetallic Inclusions Content, by 
V. G. Pegov, et al. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ-Chem. Met., Vol 14, 
HB 7711

On the Geometry of Tube Forming, by 
Yu. F. Shovakin, etal 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ-Chem. Met., Vol 12, 
No 1, 1969, pp 99-100. 
HB 7993

Monitoring the Composition of Steel by the 
Thermoelectromotive Force Method, by 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ-Chem. Met., Vol 12, 
No 1, 1969, pp 182-185. 
HB 7967

High Temperature Nitriding of LKH18HT Stainless 
Steel, by A. V. Bul'chansko. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ-Chem. Met., No 2, 1969, 
pp 109-112. 
#BISI 7691

On the Rational Regime of Operation of Blast 
Furnace Stoves, by V. S. Koshov. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ-Chem. Met., No 3, 1969, 
pp 29-30. 
#BISI 7884

Residual Stresses in Sulfurized and Sulfo-Cyanized 
Layers [On Steel], by V. V. Chekov, et al. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvest. VUZ-Chem. Met., Vol 12, No 7, 
HB 8019

Electric Properties of Sized Glass Fabric, by 
K. V. Abyakimova. 5 pp. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvestiya VUZ. Khimiya i Khimicheskaya Tekhnologiya, 
Vol 10, No 11, 1967, 
pp 129-132. 
AIR/FTD/IN-23-1253-68

Investigation of Wear Resistance of Non-Aloy 
Cutting Tools in Various Gas Media, by 
N. S. Kolesov. 5 pp. 
RUSSIAN, pr, Izvestiya VUZ Mashinostroeniyova, 
AIR/FTD/IN-23-1112-68
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RUSSIAN, per, Mashinovadeneiye, No 1, 1968, pp 71-75.
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CORRECTIONS

The authors have called attention to the following mistakes:

V. S. Sobčuk, Riemannian spaces admitting a generalized recursive symmetric tensor of second order,

On page 513, the equation on line 3 should have the number (6) and that on line 4 should have the
number (7) instead of (6). The equation on line 6 should be unnumbered.

On page 514, in the equation (20), replace |g_{ij}| by |A_k - k_i|.

A. A. Samarskiǐ, Two-layer integration schemes for nonselfadjoint equations, Vol. 10 (1969), no. 3,
554-558.

On page 555, line 14, C = (A^{-1} + ωE)^{−1} should be C = (A^{-1} + ωE)^{-1}.

On page 556, lines 15-16, A_0 = \frac{1}{2} (A - A^*) should be A_0 = \frac{1}{2} (A + A^*).
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<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzunov, G.</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vaca, George</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadatz, E.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vafin, A.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vagnieux, P.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vakhabov, V. K.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vale, Gilberto do</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeyeva, Kh. G.</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valyi, Peter</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vamurin, V. M.</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vauprok, J.</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vayshteyn, Al'b. L.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vazilenko, V. A.</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasiilescu, Gh.</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasil'ev, V. G.</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasilievskiy, A.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasil'yev, V.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaik, V. P.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vak, V. S.</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vekrole, J.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdiyev, V. G.</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergyese, Dominique</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verigina, I. A.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vershinskii, N. V.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veshcherevich, V. G.</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vetroy, N.</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veyler, S. Ya.</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidorovitch, V. N.</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikhterle, K.</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viktorov, S. V.</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilain, A.</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilenskaya, G. G.</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilesov, G. I.</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinberg, G. G.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishnyakov, Ya. D.</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlad, Nicole N.</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladimirov, K. S.</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladimirov, Romeo</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlaicu, R.</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vldeuts, G. Ye.</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vodslion, Frantisek</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volkv, A. A.</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volkv, V.</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol'skiy, A. N.</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vom Ende, H.</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomackova, Olga</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Weingrober, H.</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorob'yev, A. A.</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voronin, V. G.</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorontsov, P. A.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorontsov, P. A.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorotnikov, P. Ye.</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voskoboynik, D. I.</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voskresenskiy, D. I.</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vovchuk, P. D.</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vracaric, Borijoc</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsenko, N. V.</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu Cam</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu Hanh</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu Khai</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu Thien</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7 September 2004

Ms. Roberta Schoen
Deputy Director for Operations
Defense Technical Information Center
7725 John J. Kingman Road
Suite 0944
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar
Chief, CIA Declassification Center,
Declassification Review and Referral Branch

Enclosures:

1. Declassification Review of CIA Documents at DTIC (with sanitization instructions for 3 documents)
2. Declassification Status of CIA Documents (hard copy) Referred by DTIC (with review processing sheets for each document)
## Processing of OGA-Held CIA Documents

The following CIA documents located at DTIC were reviewed by CIA and declassification guidance has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGA Doc ID</th>
<th>Job Num</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Fldr</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>Doc ID</th>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Pub Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Proc Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD0834386</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For June 1959</td>
<td>7/17/1959</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0834388</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For August 1959</td>
<td>9/18/1959</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0834389</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For September 1959</td>
<td>10/20/1959</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0834491</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For October 1959</td>
<td>11/16/1959</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD0834503</td>
<td>78-03109A</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Consolidated Translation Survey For October 1960</td>
<td>10/1/1960</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>Approved For Release</td>
<td>3/25/2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>